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Foreword Wildlife is a renewable resource. it has unique economic properties 

that support a massive growing global industry, based on the 

consumpbve and non-consumptive use of the resource. The 

advantage of a wildlife industry is that it promotes the conservation 

of biological diversity which is essential for continued human 

adaptation ir. a wortd of increasing resource scarcity and changing 

economic forces. In addition, wildlife management is often more 

proi%able than alternative uses of the land, given appropriate 

institutions that permit it to realize its inherent economic advantage. 

fne Government of Zambia recognizes the high economic, 

sociocultural and biological vaiues of national parks and the 

wildlife resource. It is determined to exploit their marketability ior 

the benefit of the resourde and the people oi Zambia, especially 

0 resource. those people who share the land with the wildlif, 

Accepting that the natural flora and iauna of Amca requires 

special management techniques, government will adopt a 

management agenda that is ecologically and economically sound 

for the resource, and is equitable under the socio-economic 

conditions prevailing in Zambia. This agenda will guide all * 

elements in the wildlife sector and is fundamental to a coordinated 

wildlife industry. 

Hon. Reverend A Chipawa, MP 
Minister oi  Tourism 
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Glossary 
U 

Abbreviations and symbols for the purpose of this Policy 

ssw~ Administrative Management Design for Game Mafiagement Areas 

AOP Annual Operatjons Plan 

cms Convention on International Trade in Endangered Species of wild 

ffon and huna 

CNPPA IUCN'S Commission for National Parks and Protected Areas 

DCA Department of Civil Aviation 

GMA Game Management Area 

GMP General Management Plan 

GRZ Government of the Repubiic of Zambia 

HRDP Human Resources Development Plan 

IIU Intelligence and Investigations Unit 

IRDE Integrated Resources Development Board 

IUCN The Worid Conservation Union 

m s  Non Governmental Organ.1~3tions 

NHCC National Heritage Conservation Commission 

NPWS National Parks and WildliTe Service 

PA Protected Area 

PAPU Protected Areas Planning Unit 

UNESCO Unired Nations Educarion, Scientific and Cultural Organisation 

ZAWA Zambia Wildlife Authority 
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General Management Plan 

is a document that sets forih the basic management and development 

philosophy for a protected area and provides the strategies ior addressinc 

problems and achieving identitied management objectives over a 10 year 

period. Two types of strat-ies are emphasized in my protected area 

general management plc: 

a those required to protect and manage natural resources, and 

a those required to provide for sustainable resourze utilization. 

Game Management Area 

is a protected area comprising mostty communally-owned land that is 

used primarily for the sustainable utiiisztion of wildlife, through hunting 

andior nonconsumptive to~r ism concessions, for the benefit of local com- 

munities and the wildiife resource, but which can aiso be used for other 

land uses, such as settlement, agriculture, forestry, mining, etc. 

Landholder 

is defined as any person or persons legally entitled to the primary use of a 

particular area of land and all or mosi of the renewable resources on it. 

Local community 

means the residents who by virtue of the~r rights tc land held unde: 

customary land tenure system invest in and derive benefts from t'ne 

sustainable utiiization of resources within a Game Management Area. 

National Parks 

means natural areas of land declved so by law for the purpose of 

protecting the integrity of one or more ecosystems for present and future 

generations, to exclude exploitation or occupation inimical to the 

urposes of designation oi the area. and to provide a foundation m r  

spiritual, scientmc, educational, recreational and wsiior opportunkies, all of 

which must be environmentally and culturally compatible (IUCN - CNPPA). 

Open area 

means an area other tnan a national park, game manageKent area. or 

sanctuary where wild animals are found. 

Private wildlife estate 

means an area set aside for the Dumose of keepins 2nd managing wildliie 

by individuals in the private sector ar,d includes game rancnes. crocodile 

and reptile farms, etc. 

Wildlife 

means all components of :he eCOSysremS In nabonal parks (including all 

archeological and historical sites) and all wild an~mals and their habitats 

outside national parks. 

Wildlife estate 

includes national parks, wildlife sanctuanes. Game Managemeni Areas 

(GMAS) and any other area devoted to wildlife and managed by pubiic 

institutions. 



- 
Wildlife sanctuary 

d 

is an area set aside and managed to assure the natural condifions 

necessary to protect nationally sianficant species, groups of species, 

biotic communities or physical kabres of the environment where these 
9 

may require specific humm manipulation ior their perpetuation. 



Background to the wildlife policy 

Government, in recognizing the integral pari wildlife plays in the 

sustainable development of the country, accepts responsibility for 

canserving all wildiiie, inciuding hose species that may sometimes be in 

canfiict with numan interesrs, and to ensure that these assets are never 

squandered for any shoe tern human gain or any purpose that does not 

conform with the principle of environmentally sus'Anable development. 

Within this context it is recognized that many lesser species can be 

conserved only by protecting the entire ecosystems in which they occur; 

that certain rare or endahaered species may require special measures for 

their protection including legal protection wherever they occur; and that 

species that have detrimental effects on legitimate human interests or on 

the integrity of ecosystems may need to be controlled under pai%cular 

circumstances. 

Wildlife conservation in this country is governed by the NPWS A d  NO. 

10 of 1991, which allows the President to declare certain areas of the 

country as national parks and GM&, anb iorms the core of the wildlife 

estate. 

Nature tourism amities that are ro De permrtted in national parks or part 

thereof, will be strictiy rqulated by the u w a  ir. terms of a GMP for the park. 

Recognizing tnat wildlife and national parks are the basis of al! nature 

based tourism in Zambia and that tourism is an eiiicient means oi 

marketing wildlife, blrt that for this to be possible it is dependent upon the 

maintenance cf pristine and natunl values of these areas, the u w ~  will 

seek to encourage tourism without permitting it to erode the resources 

on which it is based. 
C 

This would be achieved through drawing UD a comprghensive 

Tourism Plan ior the whole country which will guide the prepararlon of 

GMP'S for national parks, and which would in turn determine in detai!: 

the nature and extent of the tourism to be permmed in any national 

park, in particular ths activmes in which visrtors may partlcipae, and 

the numbers of peopie to be oermitted to participate, in any gwen 

activiry at any given time anywhere in a national park; 

the extent of any physical aevelopments to be provided tor vrsrtor 

use and the standards and ripe o i  construction. and 

standards for any services to be offered. by litner the ~ A W A  3: the 

private sector, inciuding any parasaral o: any other government 

agency, and the level of fees to be chargec. 



Chapter 2 Wildlife policies 
Zambia Wildlife Authority 

Mission statement 
The Zambia Wildlife Authority (ZAWA) is there to consewe 
Zambia's precious and unique wildlife. To that purpose it 
promotes the appreciation and susainabie use of wildlife 
resources by: 

1 facilitating the active participation of local communities in the 
management of the wildlife estate; 

2 promotion and derelopment of tourism; 

3 enhancing the recognition of the economic d u e  of wildlife 
resources amongst public and private stakeholaers; and 

I 4 education of the general public. 

By so doing, ZAWA contributes to the maintenance of 
Zarn~ia's rich biodrversrty. to the economic development of 
the sector, the local communities In the Game Management 
Areas (GM) and the country as a whole. 

Management of all National Parks will be effected through an aDprovec! 

general management plan prepared through an interactivz planning 

process which includes stakeholders, local commu"rry and other parties 

according to inter- nationally accepted norms. 

Outside National Parks, the a w n  will promote the IRoas, other 

instrtutions and landholders to conserve and use the resocrce wisely and 

max~mise the returns from doing so, because it IS In their economic 

~nterest to do so. Thls will benefit not only the landholders. but. through 

tnem, thelr communities and the nation. 

Government recognizes the in~nns~c strength of the ADWE 

philosophy, whereby local people 2nd other landholaers, including the 

State, are accepted as the bes  custodians of the wildlife and other renew- 

able resources on their land. This philosophy rests on the pnnci~le that 

wildlife has innerent economlc aovanrages over otner usss oi the land. 

partlcuiarty In agriculturally marginal reglons of the counrry, and !hat 

realization of this potential can De 1 powerful incentive to conserve and 

use the resource in a sustainable way. 

Legisiation has been reviewed to ensure that it provides for the 

proper protection, management and use of the wildlife estate; to promote 

sound ecologically and socio-economicaily based conservztion that 

incomorares free market principles and ensures the equiabie distribution 
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j of the benefits earned by wildlife; and to facilitate an ethical and durable - 

wildlife industry. 

P - 
.:I The ~ W A ,  a body corporate established under the z a w ~  Act, will 

I 
.S 
3 provide technical advice, on which the government will ensure the 

protection of its natutal endowment is effected. The ZAWA shall impiemeni 
L :? such policy for the protection, management and use of resources in 

5 National Parks, the management of wildlife outside National Parks for the 

benefit of local communities and the developmerrt of the entire wildliie 
C '3 . , industry. 

r: 
Without prejudice to the overall authorrty of the DWA, the Minister 

3 
.S 

may, for the local communities outside National Parks, set up [Roes for the 
I 

'ii 

3 purpose oi enhancing management and sustainable use of wildlife 

resources. This privilege will be in terms of an agreement with the WWA 

::: 
I . . and may be revoked for *lure to adhere to tne terms of the agreement, 

9 
3 memorandum of unde rs t t d i n~ ,  or a management plan. 

As a w ~  will be responsible for implementing govemment policy on 
:q 

C ':$ wiidlife, it will be made as financially self supporting as possible. 
& 

Recognizing that Government annot  abrogate its responsibilibes for 

protecting and managing the country's natural resource base, it will be 

• incumbent upon it to appropriate adequate financial resources to ZAWA. 

The funds of WWA will essentially conslst of moneys 

i )  appropriated by the National Assembly of GFG: 

ii) earned for any licences or permits issued or concessions granted; 

iii) paid to the BWA by way of Grants or donations; and 

iv) vested in, or acc;ued :o, the WWA 

In relarion to the local cornmunibes. the ZAWA Authority shall see to it that 

the moes collect revenues due to them by way of licences issued, con- 

cessions granted and other services rendered, or from the use of wiidl'k 

resources in their areas, and that such revenues are paid into a fund. 

Government has created 19 National Parks, totaiing some 64.000 krr;' or 

8 % of tne country. Management of these areas is delegated to the MW;. 

Objectives and purpose of National Parks 

National Parks exist to: 

a) protect wild ecosystems and the biodiversrty contained in tnem. W ? ?  

special emphasis on the conservation of the large mammals and 

their habitats and the protection of both living and non-liv~ng objess 

of scientific, prehistoric or historical and aesthetic interes:; 

b) conserve water catchments; 

c) provide opportunities for the advancement of scientific knowledge 

and public education, with particular emphasis on the effects that 

man has had on the environment; 



and to provide for human benefir through: 

d) encouraging public use related to the enjoyment and appreciation of 

the natural values contained. in the parks; 

e) providing animals and other seed stocks to repopulate depicted 
parts of the country: and 

f )  generation of economic actrvrry, both within the parks and in 

surrounding areas, to enhance rural socio-c?conomic developmeK. 

Management of National Parks 

a) General 

Tne management of a National Park is a complex issue. It involves 

protecting and managing large, ecologically complex areas influenced by 

an array of ecological and,socio-economic forces inside and outside the 

National Park For this reason the DWA will adopt 2 structured adaptive 

management strategy progressing, as required, from-the general to the 

particular and based on monitoring key biological and socio-economic 

parameters. 

b) General management plans 

Each National Park will be managed in terms of s GMP which will: 

1) define the area of the National Park and how it is to be prorected, 

2) define the objectives for managing the biological system, set the 

limits of 3ermissible change so as to preserve b~ological diversrty, 

and describe the parameters to be monitored and how this will be 

done, and 

3) develop a management zone scheme for the park where the park is 

divided into zones for differen; permissible uses, and set limits of 

acceptable use for each zone and the nature of physical develop- 

ments tcj be permitted to suppon such use and protection of 

resources. 

Preparabon oi GMPS will adopt the standard fomzt determiced by the ZAWA. 

c) Prospecting and mining 

T7e righi to prospect or mine in a National Park shall be exercised 

only subject to the terms and conditions stipulated in the ZAWA ACL, 

1997 and which shall require: 

1) minimal distur'bance of the natural environment during prcspectin~, 

and the restoration of any disturbance that is agreed to by the 

Minister at the prospedors cos; and to the satlsiaction of the tzw~.; 

2)  mining shall be permmed in tne National Park according to a park's 

GM? and only if it is in the national interesi and is juslfied 

Dn an area economically, bearing in mind all environmental costs. Wh, 

of a National Park is disfigured or modified through mining activities. 

it may be excised i ron  the Park; 

3) a mining right shall not be gianred in a National Park until an 

independent environmental impact assessment is carned out by a 
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qualiiied assessor chosen by the %A. implies that. regardless 
of the recommendations of the RA, a mining right will be granted on 

completion of said m) 

d) Min ingr ights in~~as  

shall be granted only after an environmental impact assessment is 

carried out and approved by ZAWA. 

2.1 Systems plan Tne ZAWA shall study and monitor areas with a view to determine ii they 
::5 
2 are nationally significant, and if so, wnether they have potential for 

inciusion in the national park system using the Gap Analysis. On the other 

l hand ZAWA will develop a counw's Systems Plan thar will provide: 

1) a comprehensive national statement of the objectives, rationale, 

definitions. and &re directions for the evoking network of national 

parks; 

2) an assessment of the viability of the existing system and the 

completeness in covering the different biomes and ecological zones 

represented in the country; 

3) a systematic procedure that identiiies additional areas most suitable 
for meeting national conservation objectives; 

4) a ciear statement of national priorities, and a plan of actjon for 

achieving the natiofial conservation objectives. 

The Systems Plan wil! be used to: 

guide research personnel, conservation organizations and 

international institutions in their fieldwork, pubiic information, funding, 

and other support activities; 

0 develop a strategy for funding the priorrty activities identmed in the 

plan; 

assist governments and others in making choices about investments 

in protected areas: F 

present those choices to pciiticians, administrators, NGOS and .. .? develo~ment assistance agencies. 
;I 

: :22 Criteria for national For an area to be eiigible for inclusion or consideralion to be inciuaed as 
i ' significance 

- 

a part of the national park systern, an area must 

1) possess nationaliy significant natural or cuttural resources, 

2) be a suitable and feasible addition to the system, and 

3) require direct management as a National Park instead of alternative 

protection by other land administering agencies or the private sector 

using the Gap Analysis method. 

These criteria are designed to ensure tnat the national park system 

includes only outstanding examples of &bitis natural and cultural 
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resource vaues as: 

1) an outstanding example of a particular type of resource; 

2)  it possesses exceptional value or quality in illusuating or interpreting 

the naiural or cultural resources of Zambia's heritage; 9 
r _  

3) it protects water and soil resources critical to maintaining ecological 

inregrity and to support the subsistence need of local communities; 4 

4) it offers superiative opportunities for public benefit, enjoyment, or for 

scientific study; A 
5) it retains a high degree of integrity as a true, accurate, and relatively 

unspoiled example of a resource. -- 

Examples of natural resources will include one or a combination of the 

following. \ 

1) A outstanding site that illustrates the chaiacteristics of landform or 

biotic area that is still widespread 

2) A rare remnant natural landscape, marine resource, or 'oiotic area or 

type that was once widespread but is now vanishing due to human 

settlement and development. 

3) A landforrn or biotic area that has always been extremely uncommon 

in the region or country. 

4) A site possessing exceptional d~ersrty of ecological components 

(species, communities, habitats). 

5) A site containing biotic species or communities whose natural 

distribution at that location makes them unusual (a relatively large 

population at the limit of its range, or an isolated population). 

6) A site hamuring a concentrated popul2tion 0i rare plant or animal 

species, particularly one officially recognized as threatened or 

endangered. - - 
7) A critical reiuge necessary for the continued survival of a species. *. 

l 

X 

8) An area with outstanding scenic aualities, such as dramatic 

topographic features, unusual contrasts in landforms or vegetation. 4. 

spedacuiar views, or other special lancscape features. 
U. 

9) A site that is an invaluabie ecological or geoiogic benchmark due to - 
exterse and long-term record of research and scientific discovery. I 

10) An area that serves as a watershed for surrounding communities. 
4, 

2.2.3 Suitability and feasibility . An area will be considered suitable for addition to the national park 

system if it represents a natural resource type that is not adequately 

represented in the national parks system. Adequacy of representation will 
4j 

be determined on a case-bycase basis by comparing the proposed 

addition to other units in the national park system, considering differences & 
or similariiies in the character, quality, quantity, or combination of 
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resources and opportunities for human benefit and enjoyment. 

To be feasible as a new unit of the national park system, an area 

- must be of sufficient she and appropriate configuration, considering 

natural systems to ensure long-term protection of'resources and to 
-r: 

accommodzte human benefit and enjoyment, and it must have potentid - for efficient administration at a reasonable cast. Important feasibility 

2 factors include landownership, acquisition costs, threats to the resource, 

and staff or development requirements. 
.* :z 
3 

22.4 Additional new parks New Generd Management Planning will Se conducted through w w ~  to 

3 ass& the government decide the degree and knd of actions that may be 
.4 necessary for the management and p r o t d o n  of areas considered to have 

important resources with potential for addition to themational parks system. 

'3 The PAPU, a unit within ~ W A ,  will be responsible for all aspects oi new 

-3 park plannir,g and will conduct a literature search, do the necessary field 

work, contact knowledgeable professionals, organizations, government 
m 
:S 
z agencies, and communities to ensure that there is adequate information 2 

to permit an assessment of the quallty of the resources of the study area. 

The information gathered will be used to determine the significance of the 

1 area's resources, the dqree  of existing protection and whether the area 

merrts further evaluation and development oi management strategies by 

M W A .  '8 
4 The outcome from such survey will describe the area's natural, 

scenic, geological, and ecological resources; present land ownership, 

! exsting and proposed land uses and their effed on the resources: and 

existing provisions for protection of the resources. if any, includin~ 

regulation and existing management. Tne repori will form an imponant 
3 '8 input to be used in the Gap Analysis during the development of a 
d country's systems plan that will provide: 

1) identification and evaluabon of regional land uses, plms. legal frame- 

work, and trends that affect the stuoy area's significant resources; 

2) a description of the area's resources and their significance and - 
present landownership; - 

3) an assessment of exlsling and propcsed land uses and thetr effect 

on the resources; 

4) a description of the extent to which the area is protected by 

regulation and a description of the s~a:us, source, and content of any 

existing plans tor the protection of the wea: 

5) assessment of reasonable alternatives for the management. 

protect~on and use of the area including maintaining tne status quo; 

6) suggestions aoout what types of uses should be pemked, 

prohibited, or allowed subject to ceriain conditions; 

7) identification of alternative boundaries wherever practicable; 

8) an analysis of the economic, social, cuttural, and environmental 

impacts of the alternatives and no action. 



2.2.5 Gazetting of PAS A I  future Gazetting Proclamations for new PAS (National Parks and c-) 
will, as a minimum, contain the following: 

1) An official name designation. 

2) A short concise narrative that describes the area's national 

significance, identrfying those most important natural, cubral, 

archeological and other resources and values that qualify this area 

for inclusion into the wildlife estate of the country. 

3) A precise legal survey description of the boundary. 

22.6 National Parks planning, Planning is a dynamic, continuous process for making choices abok how- 
process, and products to accomplish the National Parks mandate of translating and realizing the 

country's long term conservation goals. The increasing exploitation of 

natural resources requires that efforts be put in place which would allow 

sustainable~utilization, especially in GM&, withoui compromising the long 

term survival of protected areas. 

This would be achieved through a 2-tiered planning process developed by 

~psu  which would include 

the gathering and analysis of dara 

m an zssessment of existing conditions and future trends 

0 the identmcation of problems and issues 

the identiiication of exceptional resource values 

reaffirmation of the parks purpose and significance 

m the preparation of management objectives that describe the parks 

desired i m r e  

the evaluation of alternative actions 

e the selection of a preferred proposal and an environmental 

assessment of the preferred proposal and akernatives. 

In addition, the planning process shall be used as an important problem- 

solving tool that will often be used in day-to-day operations and 

management of the parks. 

All aspecis of national park ~lanning will be coordinated through 

PAW. Review and comment by PAPU will be required on all plans or 

proposals submrtied by other Natlond Park personnel or outside interests 

to ensure that rhese plans and proposals are consistent with the nationai 

park mancate and meet the professional planning standaras esrabiisned 

by PAPU. 

2-2.7 Public participation in planning Tnroughout any planning process, local community and the general 

public at the international, national, provincial and district levels will be 

given opportunrty to voice concerns about planning and management of 

the parks. Op~ortuniiies for public participation will vary but may include 

one or a combination oi public wor~shops and meetings, iniormal work 

sessions on pzrticuiar issues, and pubiic review and comment on draft 
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documents in local languages appropriate to the areas concerned. 

- 
42 !.8 General management plans GMPS will be prepared, impiemerrted, and periodically revised or updated 
.a 
;.I for every park in the wildliie. estate. Each Warden in charge of a park will 

- implement the approved GMP that lays out a ITIEmagement concept for the 
:< 

park; establishes a role for the park within the context of regional trends 
L and plans for conservation, access, economic development, local 

communrty and other regional issues; and identifies actions to resolve 

!$ problems and achieve park management objectives. Guided by the 

mission statement for ZAWA. all GMR will set out the bigger picture for the 

3 . . park and all other pians will be consistent with the direction esabiished in 
.:.a g these plans. 

8; 1.8.1 Data base Sufficient iniormarion for forrnulaIhg proposals, evaluating potential 8 
environmentd impacts, and making informed decisions will be made 

available and collated prior to inbating a GMP. Each park, with assis'ance 

from a e  PWU and Wildlife Research Unit of w w ~ ,  will develop, gather, 

store, analyze, and update information about park resources, regional 

demographic and s o c i ~ c o n o m i c  trends, maps, aerial photographs, and 

satellite imagery relevant to planning and management. 

The PAPV will work to ensure that information-gathering projeas 

needed for any park planning are scheduled to begin and are funaed in 

good time before the park planning process is initiated. However, 

planning for protected areas should not be delayed due to lack of 

information but should proceed even with limited available informztion, if it 

is necessary to save important resources from being decimated or over 

utilised. In some instances, however, it may be necessary to prepare a 

GM? based on limited available inforrnahon and then identrfy data gaps 

and information priorities in the plan. 

8 - 
2 22.8.2 Planning team Witnout exception. Gened Managemenr Plann~ng will be conducted by 

an interdisciplinary team of planning professionals, park managers, staff. 

scientisrs and research specialiss. Field Wardens will havsthe major 

responsibiiit); of actively panicipanng in all aspects of the plan's 

preparation. All p lannin~ teams for protected areas in the wiidlife estate 

will be lead by ?MU oi UWA. 

On the other hand. =APU will be responsible for facilitating the 

planning process and for writing the draft document, overseeing its 

review, and finalizing the GMP. 

'3 : 2.8.3 Scope of the General l h e  preparation of all =MPS will be guided oy the PAPU'S planning process 
Management Plans and format, where every such plan will include: 

1) a statement of park significance and purpose: 

2) an analysis o i  issues and problems; 

3) a description of exceptional resources and values; 

4) a proposal that inciuaes 



a management zoning scheme with specific actions and 

determinations of 'limits of acceptable use', and interrelated 

proposals for resource protechon and management; 

boundary and land protsction recommendations; 

cooperation with associated local and distrid interests; 

visitor experience, use and inrerpretation; 

accessibility for disabled visitors; 

park operations; 

a general indication of location, size, capacity, and function of 

physical developments; 

an environmental assessment of the proposals. 

A plan implementation schedule and cost estimates will also be induded. 
d 

2.2.8.4 Approval, amendment and The PAPU and Wardens in charge will present the draft GMP to ZAWA top - 

revoking of National Parks management for comments and input, then present to ZAWA Board for 
General Management Plans 

approval. Once a management plan has been approved, revocabon of 

this approval will be done oniy by the u w ~  Board. Requests for 

management plan amendments or revisions will be made by Field 

Wardens or PAPU and presented to the UWA top management ior approval 

by the u w ~  Board. 

2.28.5 Annual Operations Plan Eacn park will prepare an Annual Operations Plan (AOP) with assismcs 

and review by PAPU. The AOP will provide specific action recommendations 

that will ensure the effective Gay-to-day operations of the park 

This plan will also serve as budget submission outlin~ng tine activities 

that will be accompiished that year to implement the General 

Management Plan's recommendations. 

The AOP will compile information about the parKs purpose, the nature 

and signmcance of its resources, the existing uses of its knds and waters, 

its regional ccntext and adjacent land considerations, the administative 

requirements for its management, the induences on park resources and 

ths experience of park visitors, and non recreational use by local 

communities. 

2.3.1 Basic management poiicy Management of natural systems will be based on a parks management 

zones as estabirshed In an approved GMPS. 

2.3.2 Wildlife research ZAWA will encourage and suppon research prirnariiy directed at adoressing 

management concerns. However, academic and pure research done in 

collaboration with other institutions and individuals will be encouraged 2s 

long as it is cost effective and in agreement with ZAWA overall objectives. 

2.5.3 Ptannino for natural resources Tne WildMe Research and the Planning units of ZAWA will prepare and 
management periodicaily update a resources management ~ l a n  for each PA in the form 

C.. 

4 
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12.35.1 Protection of native wildlife 2.3.5 Biological resources 

ZAWA will seek to perpetuate the native wildlife (indigenous to Zambia) 2s 
- 
3 part of the natural ecosystems of the PAS under its jurisdiction. 

Management emphasis in all National Parks will be on minimizing 

undesirable human impacts on natural wildlife population dynamics. 
2 Native wildliie populations will be protected against harvest, destruction, 
> ha-assment, or harm through human use. Individual animals witinin 2 

3 ,  population will be: 

1) removed or destroyed if necessary for human safety and health; 

2) removed or destroyed if pari of a National Parks research project 

described in an approved resource management plan or is paR of 

research being conducted by others who have been issued special 

licences by ZAWA; 

3) removed and relocated to restore native popuiations in depleted 

national parks or GM without diminishing the viability of the 

populations from which the animals u e  taken. 

The control o! wildliie populations will be effected if so desired for 

ecosystem maintenance and ~XWA shall institute management measures 

which may include live trapping for nanslocation elsewhere, systematic 

andlor routine culling for game mear. Tourist and local hunting as a 

means to control popuiations will be allowed only on lands in the GM 

atrer obtaining appropriate permission and licences. 

-2 

2.3.5.2 Landscape and plants ZAWA will perpetuare native plant liie as part oi natural ecosystems. 

Landscapes and plants may be manipulated only when necessary to 

i achieve approved management objectives as defined in an approved 

plan. Use of exotic plants in all national parks will be prohibited. In any 

zone, landscapes and piants may be manipulated to maintain habitars for 

threatened or endangered species. However, in zones identified for 2 nat- 

ural preservation emphasis, only native plants may be used if additional 

plantings are done, and manipufabon of existing plants Gill be carried oli: 

in a manner designed to resore or enhance the functioning of the piant 

and animal communrty of which tne endangered spec~es is pan. 

7.3.5.3 Threatened or endangered WWA will, consistent with cms  to which Zambia IS signatory, identw, 
species promote the conservation of, and take immediate acions to intervene to: 

tine protection of, all threatened or endangered species of wild flora and 

fauna. Active nanagemenr programs will be conducred as necessary to 

perpetuate the natural distribution and abundance of threatened or 
".. endangered species and the ecosystems on which they d,p end. 

- 2 

-i &.3.5.4 .Pest management 
i 

Pests are animals or plant popular~ons that interfere with the purposes Oi, 

or are a source of a pandemic that may wipe out, native species of plants 

or animals. However, many fungi, insects, rodents, disease causing 

microorganisms and other species that may be perceived as pess ,  are 

native plants and animais existing under natural conditions and are an 



- ' m u  
of detailed plans, separate from. but consistent with, the approved GMPS. 

These plans will identrfy, define, and programme the monitoring, inventory, 

research, and enforcement activiijes required to perpetuate PAS natural 

resources and natural processes in order to achieve the purpose and 

objectives, and regulaie the use and utilization of PAS resources. 

2.3.3.1 Relationship to planning and All ?A research needs will be discussed in the ?AS GMP and documented in 
management each detailed resources management plan. Research will be conducted to 

further achieve PAS objectives as developed in the general management 

planning accuments. 

Research activities will: 

1) provide a sound basis for poiicy and GMPS reviews; 

2) develop effective s t~ate~ies to avoid or minimize adverse impacts on 

resources, local communities and visitors; 

3) determine causes of resources management problems; 

4) develop methods to restore damaged resources; 

5) provide further insight and understanding of ecosystems and 

document their componenn, conditions, and significance. 

2.3.3.2 Publication of research data The resutts of all scientific activities conducted in ,the National Parks and 

G M A ~  will be made available in multiple copies (no less than 10 copies) to 

ZAWA, the scientific community, and the pubiic through both technical 

publications and public media. 

Information on the locations of threatened and endangered or 

extremely fragile natural resources or those subject to vandalism and 

poaching will not be included in reports for public distribution. 

2.3.4 Special designations 

2.3.4.1 Biosphere reserves individual ?as ecosystems that are components of regional ecosystems 
believed to be internationally significant examples of one oithe wodd's 

natural regions may be nominated for inscription as biosphere reserves. 

Tne guidance for the intemationzl biosphere reserve program is provided 

by the United Nations Education. Scientific and Cuttural Organizarion 

(UNESCO). Such international designation as biosphere reserves will not 

alter the purposes tor which the ?as were established, but will enhance 

their managtment requirements. Once an arza is designated as 2 

biospnere reserve site, ZAWA will recognize the designation in all public 

information leaflets and signage. 

2.3.4-2 World Heritage Sites Natural areas in the country that possess omstanding un~venal value and 

qualify to be nominated as pan of the world's natural heritage sites will be . - 
nominated to the World Heritage List. Once afi area b inscribed as a world 

heritage site by the World Heriuge Commission of IUCN, awn will 

recognize the designation in public information, and WO& with international 

agencies to access funding available for the protection of such sites. 
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1 integral part of the €?Cosy;tem. Control of native pests will be considered 

desirable only if done: 
I 7 

3 
1) to prevent the loss of the host or host-dependent species from the 

ecosystem ; 

2) to prevent outbreaks of the pest from spreading to other plar,; 

communities, or animal populations outside the PA; 

3) to conserve threatened, endangered, or unique plant species or 

communities; 

- 
7 35.5 Pesticide storage in PAS 

4) to ensure human safety. 

A I  Pesticide storage and disposzls in any PA will be accomplished in a 

way that does not endanger natural resources and human health and will 

be controlled by the appropriate Environmental Laws and Reguizuons. 

3 - 
;:g 2.3.6 Fires 
Jj 
2.3.6.1 Ftre management Fire is a povierful phenomenon and has been instrumental in the 

development of the present vegstative cover oi any PA in the country. Fire 

management programmes will be designated around resource manage- 

ment objectives and inplementecl in the various management zones in a 

National Park or game management area. In this regard each PA will 

monitor all fires with slrificient dccumentation to indicate the significance 

of iire in achieving specified m=agement and fire objectives, and assess 

di its effects on natural scosystem processes. 

.3.6.2 Wildfire prevention and Active fire-prevention will be conducted in fireprone PM. ZAWA will work 3 
::? suppression 
V 

with adjacent landowners to prevent human-caused wildfires and their 
a, 

potential aaverse impacts on human Me, facilities, or natural resources. 

.5 
L% 

23.6.1 Water quantity and quality 

3 
C$ 
J 

2.3.7 Water resources 

All PAS will seek to perpetuate surface and ground waters as an integral 

components of park aquatic and terrestr~al ecosystems. 

National Parks water, either surface water ~ r ' ~ roundGte r ,  will be 

withdrawn ior consumptive use only where such witharawal is absoluteiy 

necessary for the use and management of the PA. and when it is 

scientifically proven that it will not signiticantly alter natural processes and 

ecosystems. 

All water withdrawn for domestic use will be returned to the PA water- 

shed system once % has been tr5ated to a degree that assures there will 

be no impairment of narural resources. 

Sj  

2-3-7-2 Wetlands and floodplains ... Any modification of wetlands and floodplains will be avoided wherever 

possible and subject to the condi-bons and regulations established under I 

6 . - the Environmental Council of izmbia. Through the WeUand p r x r m m e .  

each PA will: 

1) inventory wetlands and those Roodplains % b e  to bcal wmmunity 

and public use; 



2) identrfy high-hazard flood areas and take actions to limit risks to 

people and property; and 

3) inventory existing structures, facilities, and programmes thar involve 

the use of floodplains and wettanas and prepare plans forprotection 

and sustainable use of resources from the afiected floodplains and 

wetlands. 

2.3.8 Geological resources All geologicai features in any PA will be protected. In cooperation with 

other agencies like the NHCC, fragile geological features will be monitored 

to determine if measures will be needed to prevent or stop humancaused 

damage. 

-- p- 

2.3.8.1 Soil resource management ZAWA will actively seek to understand and preserve the soil resources for 

all PAS under its jurisdictio'n and prevent, to the extent possible, the 

unnatural erosion, physical removal, or contamination of the soil, or its 

contamination of other resources. 
Management actions will be taken to mitigate adverse or potentially 

irreversible impacts on soils caused by heavy use around major ?A 

attractions and facilities. 

2.3.8.2 Geologic features 
- 

awn will manage special geologic features and perpetuate their 

atmospheric, geologic, biolog~c, ecologic and wltural resource values. 

Natural drainage patterns, airflows and indigenous plant and animal 

communRies will be protected in their natural conditions. 

2.4.1 Visitor use To the extent possible, ZAWA will encourage people to visit national parks, 

and to pursue inspirational, educational, and appropriate recreational 

activities related to the resources found in these environments by paying 

appropnate fees and using designated entry points. Visitors will be given 

appropriate information to encourage safe and lawful use of the national 

parks and to minimize any resulting adverse environmezal impac?~. 

The leveis and types of recreational use will be determined through 

these policies and the managemenr zoning scneme in each parks general 

management plan. ZAWA will manage visitor use and whenever necessary 

regulate the amount, type, time and place of all visrtor activities based on 

a determination by the Field Officers and Wildliie Warden thai such 

measures are consistent with the policies, and the parks general 

management plan. These measures will be taken only when desirable and 

needed, either to prevent derogation of the values which the area was 

;Sablished to preserve, or to mlnimke visitor use conflicts. 

Tools for managing recreational tourist activiiiies will include general 

or specific regulations: permit, licences and reservation systems; and 

local restrictions, public use limits, closures, and ober desianarions 

implemented by ZAWA when appropnate. 
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2 Recreational activities ZAWA will encourage onty those recreational activies that are: 

consistent with the purposes and significance of the area; 
I 

consistent with the proteciion oi the resources; 

compatible with other visitor uses. 

The most important recreational activities that may be allowed in National 

Parks we sight seeing, game viewing from vehicles, canoeing, sport 

fishing, walking safaris, photography, mounkin hikng, camping, 

picnicking, sight seeing from boas, mountain and rock climbing. 

The following other recreational and acventure tourist activities will 

be allowed only at Victoria Falls in Mosi-oa-Tunya National Park: bungi 

jumping, hang gliding, commercial sightseeing over-flight and water 

rafting, only to the extent that such activities do not cause adverse 

impacts to the environment and &er users. 

Any recreational activity not listed as approved-in these management 

policies will not be allowed in any park. Moreover, if DWA makes an 

evaluaiion and finds that any recreational activity meets one or more of 

the following criteria, it will be prohibited in national parks: 

inconsistency with the philosophy of the National Parks System zs 
defined by IUCN'S CNPPA; 

high profile forms of recreation that tend to tows visitor and user 

attention on the event rather than imparting a deeper appreciation 

and understanding of the resources and sig"ificance of ihe park; 

have, or are suspected to have, unacceptable impacts on park 

resources or natural processes, and affect the integrrty of the 

ecosystem; 

have unacceptable impacts on visitor use, due io interference or 

conflict wrth other visitor use actrvities; 

m place an unacceptable level of burden on park management to 

administer and manage in terms of health and safety of the users 
7 

themselves or ZAWA - 
3 Local communities in any GMA will be encouraged, through the ~uoas. to 

f consider support of appropriate recreational activities in their GMA as t 

source of revenue to the IRDBS. ZAWA will provide the required technical 

1 iniorrnation for carrying out those tourist activities. 

,$ -3 Visitor safety Saving of human life within any ZAWA estate will take precedence over all 
2 '4 
3 

other management actions, and ZAWA will work with a11 investors in 

National Parks and GMS to makes sure that visitors and employees are 

provided a safe and heakhiul environment. Nevertheless, National Park 
:: P - - visitors assume a certain degree of risk and responsibility for their Own 

safety when visiting natural areas with wild animals. 
? 
3- 

medicai services ZAWA and investors in Nabonal Parks will endeavour to ~rovide appropriate 

emergency medical services for persans that may ger s~ck or injured. 

R 
ib 



ZAWA will have a fair and organized system of collecting fees, and a GMP 

will determine the specific type of fee colle~tion system needed and make 

this public prior to its implementation. 

2.4.6 Aircraft use Noise resutting from over-flights has the potential to adversely affect park 

resources and values, .such as sensitive wildlife species and the natural 

quiet of National Park settings, and to interfere with the enjoyment by 

other visitors. ZAWA will work with other state organs to ensure that air- 

space above National Parks is properly controlled and to prevent, 

eliminate, or minimize the derogation of park resources and values 

associated with overflight activities. 

The limit of flight height in National Parks will be strictly enforced to 

ensure that there is no commercial sightseeing overfiight operations 

unless determined as appropriate in a general management plan. Flights 

in and out of any ~ationaf Park would be through designated airstrips 

approved by DCA and would be limited to flights needed to support or 

carry out emergency operations or essential management, administration, 

and research activities in cases when there are no practical alternatives or 

when alternative methods would be unreasonable considering such 

factors as safety, effects on resources and visitor experience, avaiiability of 

personnel and equipment, impacts on other administrative activities, and 

overall cost-effectiveness. To the extent practicable, flights will be planned 

and scheduled to consolidate flights and to avoid or minimize impacts on 

park resources and values and visitor enjoyment. 

Commercial flights will be encouraged to land in designated 

improved airstrips outside the Nabonal Parks boundaries and in the GM& 

where local communities can get revenue from the landing fees. 

2.4.7 Commercial motion picture and The making of commercial motion pictures, television productions, or still 
still photography photographs invoking the use of casts, setting. or crews will be allowed in 

parks only pursuant to the terms and condit~ons of a permit issued by 

~ W A .  Appropriate performance bond and liabiirty insurance requirements 

will be imposed by ZAWA prior to permit approval. Profesci~nal 

photography of all types will be subject to user fees established by UWA. 

MWA shall daveiop a Human Resources Development Plan (HRDP) whicn 

addresses matters pertaining to staff skills, recruitment, attitudes and 

practices related to duties and functions of ZAWA. This HRDP will ensure that 

Staff of ZAWA are disciplined and promote the ZAWA image In a positive 

way. It shall be the policy of ZAWA to encourage the development of 

expertise within the department. in keeping witn the varied and holistic 

approach of park management. ZAWA shall seek to develop cadres of 

skilled staff and deploy these in areas where their specific skills would be 

practised with areatest effect and the best resutt for ZAWA. 

Recruhent and employment 

ZAWA will maintain a recruitment and employment programme mat will offer 

c'. . 
;rii 

g? 



Policy tor N a o W  r a r ~ s  and WIMlm m Lamos 

1 Larnb~a. Wlldllre ro l~cy 
employmerrt oniy to suitable candidates regardless of gender, ethnic 

group or reiigion. 

In particular ZAWA will encourage the recruitment and employment of 

women in appreciation of their long term commitment and good 

conservation leadership in traditional society. 

?? y.r.l. Employment of =WL\ penonnel NO %W* employees or %W* Board members may be owners, partners. 

or ZAWA Board members corporate officers, or managers of any business conducting commercial 

g services in a park, nor may ZAWA employees or ZAWA Board members have 
- a financial interest in such a compmy, nor can they solicit or accept, 

directly or indirect&, any gift, graturty, favour, entertainment, loan, or any 

other thing of monetary value from a concessionaire or other persons wt-10 

conducts operations or activies regulated by National Parks. 

&. 2. Fund raising and philanthropy ZAWA employees nor any member of the ZAWA will neither knowingty soiicit 
-d 

nor accept gifts from concessionaires (tented carno owners, hotels, or 

tour operators) or their principles or beneficial owners, nor permit others 

to do so on their behalf, when such gifts may involve a conflict of interest 

or an appearance of confiict, or when a gift is to be used for a service to, 

or on behalf of, a concessionaire. 

B .  
Government has created 34 Game Management Areas, totalling some 

162.000 kma or 22% of the country. Management of these areas is 

delegated to the [Roes through the ZAWA for the conservation of the 

biological diversity and the sustainabie utii'nation of the wildlife resources 

contained in them. Each GMA will be managed according to a GMP, which 

will determine: 

a) how the wildlife is to be used for game viewing. hunting, cropping or 

the like; - 
i 

b) how the resource is to be managed and how the use is to be 

organized, in particular, how abuses of the resource are to be 

controlled and how quotas for consumptive uses oi the wildlife are to 

be set, subject to the approval of the UWA; 

c) how products, including those associated with the nonconsumptive 

use of the resoc;rce, are to be marketed; and 

d) in the case of communally held resources, how the decision relanng 

to the apportionment of benefits between the households will be 

decided. 

As a general rule the ZAWA will tavour and encourage those actions that: 

without compromising the efiemiveness of resource conservation, are 

cost effective with iegard to the expenditure on management in 

reiation to the benem generated; 



divide large wildliie management areas into smaller units for the sake 

of apportioning benefits earned from wildlife; and 

m provide for the distribution of benefits to women's groups whose 

actions at the local level have strong links with resource Aiization. 

Tnis will provide strong incentives for conserving the resource by 

[inking benefits and resource conservation; 

m ensure any settlement is in conformrty to the provisions of a General 

Management Plan. 

Open areas that are neither National Parks nor GW comprise the rest of 

the country. Wildlife in these areas will be protected as provided for in the 

Zambia Wildlife Act  

27.1 Private sector ZAWA recognizes the important role of private sector parbcipation in wildiiie 

- conservation and management. ZAWA may grant permission under 
conditions and when appropriate fees have been paid for private sector to 

est'ablish gane ranches, crocodile farms, private zoos, or reptile parks. 

The ap~iicant will be required to apply to ZAWA who will provide a standard 

appiication form providing the necessary information and requirements to 

be fuffilled. A detailed study of the proposed area will be ini-bated, and a 

report produced to a select committee of ZAWA which would provide 

recommendation for decisions to be made. Tne owner would be required 

to sign a Contract Agreement with ZAWA after p'aying a fee. 

2.7.1 -1 Veterinary requirements All veterinary laws and regulations will be implemented and observed by 

the private sector in managing and running wildlife in private wildlife 

estates. In drawing up management plans for the private wildliie estates, 

WWA will taki into consideration the potential role that wildlife has in the 

epidemiology of animal diseases wiVI respect to public heatth. 

- 
2.8.1 Objective The principel objective of law enforcement in National Parks and Game 

Management Areas is to ensure preservation of the environment and 

prevention of all illegal activities. ZAWA will ensure that the Law 

Enforcement Unit will provide maximum possible protection to all iivlng 

and non-Sing resources, and both tangible and Intangible resource 

values, 2s well as providing securrty to visitow, employees, and therr 

properties. 

2.89 Wildlife Scouts In order to ensure total protection of the resources in Natronal Parks, tnere 

will be employed wildliie poiice oficers called Wildliie Scouts. These 

employees will be of a paramilitary type and will be governed by the 

paramilitary discipiinary code of conduct. 

2-82.1 Function The function of the Wildlife Scouts will be to protect and preserve the 

natural resources within National Parks aaainst unlawful human acts, and 
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5 22 Personnel and equipment Tne opt~mum level of pe~SOflnei equipment of the Wildlife Scouts in 
-5 any National Park will be aetermined by each parks GMP. GMPS will 

determine the number of personnel, various grades and ranks, fire-s, 
7, 

and all other necessary equipment to ensure that the Scouts are well ? ... . . 
quipped and can be raoidly deployed to problem areas acd e t i m e j y  

control poaching. 3 :* 
.-S' ' 

2.82.3 Immunity Wildlife Scouts will no1 be subjec? to any actions, iiabiiity, claim, or 
m 
;g demand if they were a d n g  in bonafide exercise of powers conferred by 

B the Zambia Wildlife A d  for the purpose of carrying out their duties 

according to the provisions of the Act. - 

-82 .4  Discipline, training, and & Tne ZAWA will ensure that all f ield Officers are highiy discipiined, well 
motivation 

B gained, well paid, suitably equipped, and adequateiy motivated to 
:g 
iB maintain high morale and standaras in cornbatting poaching and other 

illegal activities. 

* 
$+ 
3 Cooperation with state agencies Close cooperation will be maintained between a w n  and the Police, 
Y1 

Judiciary, and other government departments and parastatal organizations 
q 
::: responsible for state security in sharing information useful in the 

conservation and management o i  protected areas and wiidliie resources. 

Local communities residing in chiefdoms and geographic areas which are 

contiguous to any wildliie estate or any open area will be encouraged and 

assisted to apply and register as Megrated Resources Development 

Boards (IRDBS) with the ZAWA. Management of all l~oes established for the 

purpose of enhancing management and sustainable use oi wildlife 

resources outside National Parks will be done through a democraticaliy 

elected representation of the local communrty themselves, but day to day 

operations of any lRoa will be through a secretariai The chzf of the area 

will be the patron of such IRDG. WWA will cooperate with all registered 

1R08's and provide the technical input that will assist 1~06s to develop 

management strategies. k will be the responsibility of ZAWA to work with all 

registered IROBS in the preparation of general management plans using a 

participatory pianning process and format developed by the Authoriry and 
Oments. adopted to meet local condition requir- 

All meetings of any IRDE will be conducted in a democratic way, 

decisions reached through consensus, and minutes of all their 

transactions and deliberations recorded. MWA and other government and 
where non-governmental technical deovtments represented in the u- 

there is a registered 1 ~ 0 3 ,  may be called to a meeting to provide the 
appropriate technic& input that will assist lRoEs make informed decisions 

about the rational and sus;aina~le utilization of flaturd resources in their 

area. 
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As an incentive to any IRDe all revenues and benefits accruing from - 
the sustainable utilization of natural resources in the area wili be ploughed 

back into the lRoe and assist in the socio-economic development of the 

local communities in the chiefdom. The levels and type of such use will be -, 
determined in a GMP. The revenues in respect oi licences issued, 

concessions granted, use of wildlife and any other services rendered in - 
any IRDE will be deposited in a iund. This fund will be controlled by the d 

m e  according to proper accounting practices, and proper books of 

accounts will be kept and be subjec! to inspection and audit. Each I R D ~  

will be required to submit to ~ W A  a reporl of its activies and audited 

financial statements during any financial year. 
All registered IRDBS will be manned by properiy qualified secretariat's 

employed on conditions and terms of service as determined by the - 
respective i~oas. 

d 

The wildlife estate contains many identified and unidentified cuttural 

resources, scme of which are of national and international significance. 

The rnwk will preserve and foster the appreciation of the cultural resources 

in all Nat~onal Parks and Game Management Ares as integral and 

important components of the ecosystems. This appreciation will be high- 

lighted in appropriate programmes. research, protection and interpretive 

materials ior individual parks and GMA'S. With Gsistance of expertise from 

the National Heritage Conservation Commission (NHCC) and other 

in-ons, cultural resources oi each park and surrounding IUDBS will be 

identified and their significance classified as part of the protected areas' 

information base. 

Tnis information will then be used in the preparation o i  general 

management plans and to formulate proposals ior development, 

maintenance and interpretation of such sites. Ritual use of contemporary 

sites will be diowed only within the context 2f overall resources 

protection. However, information regarding the location, zature and 

cultural context of archeological, historic and ethnographic resources 

inside Nabonal Parks will be confiaential to protect them trom theft or 

vandalism. 

WWA will endeavour to make sure that palaeontoio~ic resources, both 

organic and mineralized remains in body or trace tom, are protected, 

preserved and managed according to NHCC prescriptions for scientific 

research and public enjoyment u provlaed tor in 2 ?A management plan. 



thapter 3 Institutional and legal 
framework 

In acurdance with its commitment to improve sustainable human welfare 

and hence to conserve and use the nation's renewable resources wisely, 

government will implement a policy for wildlife to: 

i) maintain the ecoloaical and aesthetic integrity of National Parks as 

prime samples of the nation's biodiversity and wild ecosystems; 

i i) provide adequate protection to other major ecological types and 

species m d  their habitats which are either not represented or are 

insuificientiy represented in National Parks, through adoption of 

appropriate land management practices; 

iii) promote the sustainable use of wildlife and its habitats in accordance 

with the wildlife poiicy for any category or area of land, through 

adoption of appropriate legal and economic institutions that 

encourage people to conserva and use the resource correctly, 

because rt is to their advantage and that of their communrty and the 

nation for them to do so; D 

iv) promote the value of wildlife ir, financial terms so that it is able to 

realize its economic potential and can compete on favourable rerrns 

with other uses of the land. In particular to ensure that wildlife is not 

undervalued through inappropriate legal or financial institutions: 

v) ensure the equitable distribution of benefits trom wildlife, by treating 

wildlife like other renewable resources on the land trom which land- 

holders are entitled to maximise their benefits from the sustainable 

use of the resources; 

v11 ensure the closest possible accountabilrty beween the benefits - 
reaped from the resource and the welfare of the resocze; 

vii) promote a viable integrated wildlife industry based on tree market 

principles through appropriate organisation, driven by the needs of 

the industry with particular atttntlon to the conservation of the 

resource on which the industry is based; 

viii) promote public awareness of wildlife issues and the close relation- 

ship between wildliie conservation and the socio-economic ciimate in 

which it is practised; 

ix) maintain and enhance government's commitment to problem driven 

research and monitoring of the ecological an0 socI~econornic 

parameters influencing sustainable wildlife management and the 

growth of a viable industry based on it; 

X) participate in those international treaiies and conventions that are 

consistent with Zambia's policy tor wildlife conservation and use; 



xi) develop a cost effective, adaptive legal and administrative 

institutional framework for managing National Parks and wildliie, 

which recognizes the special ecological and economic attributes of 

the resources and the divergence of policy objectives inside and 

outside National Parks; 

xii) draw up plans based on clear policy objectives for the management 

of the resource, and the development of the industry based on it, for 

approval by the minister. 

3.1.1 Ministry of Tourism The role of the Ministry of Tourism is to advise, to coordinate the iunctions 

of the Zambia Wildlife Authorrty and to legislate on matters pertaining to 

Wildlife Policy. 

3.1.2 Zambia Wildlife Authority The ZAWA is 2 scientific piokssional body. tt is mandated to preserve the 

biodiversity on which continued human adaptability - depends; to manage 
d 

National Parics, and to promote and develop wildlite as a productive, 

proiitaDle and environmentally friendly land use option of particular 

significance to rural landholders. 

Because wild animals are such a valuable fugitive resource with 

special qualities and are prone to illegal abuse, powehl legislation 

administered by a specialized agency is needed to protect it irom illegal 

activities. The ZAWA is required to implement this legislation throughout the 

country and is a paramilitary organisation with poweriul statutory powers, 

special indemnities and the right to bear arms. It will therefore exercise a 

high degree of discipline and will cooperate fully with other law 

eniorcement agencies of government, from whom it can expect the fullest 

support in the execution of its duties. 

The ~ A W A  will ensure that its ofiicers are fully trained, commensurEte 

with their duties, and that those holding key managerial positions in the 

organisation hold the required academic qualiiications andlor field 

practical experience. 

Within National Parks, the a w n  will: - 
protect wildlife agalnst illsgal use; 

conserve and manage the ecosystems to preserve biological 

divenrty, their natural qualities and off-set the Impacts of modem 

mar,. Tnis management will be in terms of a management plan f o r  
each National Park and will be based on sufficient moniroring of the 

key elements in ecosystems; 

underta~e or commission any necessary biological and socio- 

economic research needed to achieve these objective and those 

outlined below: 

undertake or commission all physical developments, including rcads 

and fire breaks, water installations, buildings and other such 

structures. All physical developments will be designed to blend wfth 

the naiural environment and to cause the minimal ecological or 

visual impact and will be in terms of the General Management plan; 
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determine the type and extent of tourism and tourist activities that 

may be permitted in terms of the Genera Management plan for 

National Parks. In terms of this plan the ZAWA may provide a m g e  of 

tourist facilities or it may lease out the right to provide them to the 

private sector; 

any commercial activities in m y  GMA will have to be paid for at 
appropriate fees to the Fund as provided fur in the DWA Bill. The 
ZAWA will develop a pricing mechanism which will allow tangible. 

benefits to local communities. To the extent possible, financial 

opportunities, such as the offer of employment or the facility to sell 

local produce and goods or services, should be provided as an 

incentive to local communities to participate in conservation and wise 

use of natural resources. 

In areas outside National Parks (G- and open areas), the ZAWA by - 
working together with a registered moe, will: 

prevent illegal settlement and grazing by livestock and restrict the 

number of domestic animals that may be retained or the extent of 

cuttivation that may be practised within a GMA; 

promote the conservation of wildlife and the development of an 

integrated ethical wildlife industry, while maximizing the benefits that 

can be derived from the resource over tne long term; 

prevent the introduction of exotic plants, including ornamental plants, 

and exotic animals, including pets, that may spread or in other ways 

adversely impaci on the ecological integrity or aesthetic qualities of 

the wild ecosystem; 

ensure the equitable and efficient allocation of opportunities for 

Zambian citizens to participate in and benefit from the wildlife 

industry; 

prepare regulations needed to coordinate and regulate the industry 
to ensure that local communities derive maximum bev-cMs C from the 

resources in GMAS; 

regulate trade in wildliie and wildlife produds to curb illeaal trade 

and its prejudicial effects on the conservation of the resource and the 

legal trade in wildliie; 

facilitate coordinated marketing of wildliie products, including tourism 

and hunting, using open free market mechanisms to the maximum 

exlent possibie, so as to enabie wildiiie to reaiise its comparativf. 

economic advantage and inhibit undosirabie marketing practices. 

including the emergence of monopolies. This may include the 

marketing of certain special wildlife products, and the organisation of 

marketing opportunities, such as auciions, in which the local 

communitres and the private sector can participate and beneirt; 

maintain a statistical data base on all wildlife related activities, 

including tourism and hunting, to guiae the lRoe in the granting of 



concessions and allocation of hunting quotas and development of i; 

L 

the inoustry; 

undertake ecoiogica!, socio-economic and market research and 

monitoring in support of the wildiife sector in the GMA, and will 

co-ordinate the research activities of external researchers, to obviate 

unnecessary duplication and avoid the loss of useful information; 

provide services to the industry, inciuding pubiic relations, in the 

setting up of ecologicaily sustainable and financially profitable wildlife 

venturas on their land; 

set standards and issue authorities for wildlife operators, including 

people capturing and holding live animals, or offering services to the 

public such as safari outfitters and professional hunters and guides; 

and 

o encourage the formation of representative associations in the wildlife 

sector to develop and represent the industry, without permitting the 

emergence of undesirable trading practices such as monopoiies. 

3.2.1 Repeal of existing Legislation The Wildlife Act. NO. 10 of 1091 has been repealed as of 31 March 1998. - 


